We consider a nonstandard odd reduction of supermatrices (as compared with the standard even one) which arises in connection with possible extension of manifold structure group reductions. The study was initiated by consideration of the generalized noninvertible superconformal-like transformations. The features of even-and oddreduced supermatrices are investigated on a par. They can be uni ed into some kind of "sandwich" semigroups. Also we de ne a special module over even-and odd-reduced supermatrix sets, and the generalized Cayley-Hamilton theorem is proved for them. It is shown that the odd-reduced supermatrices represent semigroup bands and Rees matrix semigroups over a unit group.
Introduction
According to the general theory of G-structures 7, 23, 30] various geometries are obtained by a reduction of a structure group of a manifold to some subgroup G of the tangent space endomorphisms. In the local approach using coordinate description this means that one should reduce a corresponding matrix in a given representation to some reduced form as a matter of fact. In the most cases this form is triangle, because of the simple observation from the ordinary matrix theory that the triangle matrices preserve the shape and form a subgroup. In supersymmetric theories, despite of appearance of odd subspaces and anticommuting variables, the choice of the reduction shape remained the same 24, 33, 44, 46] , and a ground reason of this was the fully identity of the supermatrix multiplication with the ordinary one, and consequently the shape of the matrices from a subgroup was the same. However in ne search of nontrivial supersymmetric manifestations one can observe that the closure of multiplication can be also achieved for other shapes, but due to existence of zero divisors in the Grassmann algebra or in the ring over which a theory is de ned. So the meaning of the reduction itself could be extended principally. Evidently, that some "good" properties of the transformations could be lost in this direction, but opening of new possibilities, beauty and interesting and unusual features which are distinctive for supersymmetric case only are the su cient price for the surprises arisen and reason for them to investigate. This paper was initiated by the study of superconformal symmetry semigroup extensions 14, 13] . Indeed superconformal transformations 3, 10, 9] appear as a result of the reduction of the structure group matrix to the triangle form 20, 19] . Also, the transition functions on semirigid surfaces 11, 22] (see 12]) occurred in the description of topological supergravity 21] have the same shape. In 14] we considered an alternative version of the reduction. The superconformal-like transformations obtained in this way have many unusual features, e. g. they are noninvertible and twist parity of the tangent space in the supersymmetric basis 1 .
Here we study the alternative reduction of supermatrices from a more abstract viewpoint without connecting a special physical model.
Preliminaries
Let be 2 a commutative Banach Z 2 -graded superalgebra over a eld K (where K = R; C or Q p ) with a decomposition into the direct sum: = 0 1 . The elements a from 0 and 1 are homogeneous and have the xed even and odd parity de ned as jaj def = fi 2 f0; 1g = Z 2 j a 2 i g. The 28, 36, 6] . The soul S is obviously a proper two-sided ideal of which is generated by 1 . In case is a Banach algebra (with a norm jj jj) soul elements are quasinilpotent 27], which means 8a 2 S; lim n!1 jjajj 1=n = 0. But in the in nitedimensional case quasinilpotency of the soul elements does not necessarily lead to their nilpotency (8a 2 S 9n; a n = 0) 37]. These facts allow us to consider noninvertible morphisms on a par with invertible ones (in some sense), which gives, in proper conditions, many interesting and nontrivial results (see 14, 15, 16] Here we consider a special alternative reduction of supermatrices and study its features. We note that the supermatrix theory per se has many own problems 2, 17, 26] and unexpected conclusions (e.g. the lowering of the degree of characteristic polynomials comparing to the standard CayleyHamilton theorem 48, 47] ).
For transparency and clarity we con ne ourselves to (1 + 1) (1 + 1)-supermatrices 3 , and generalization to the (m + n) (p + q) case is straightforward and can be mostly done by means of simple changing of notations. 
Odd-reduced supermatrices are elements from Mat (1j1) having the form
The name of the odd-reduced supermatrices follows naturally from BerT = =b 2 ) (BerT ) 2 = 0 and
The explanation of the ground of the notations S and T comes from the fact that the even-reduced supermatrices give superconformal transformations which describe morphisms of the tangent bundle over the super Riemann surfaces 19], while the odd-reduced supermatrices give the superconformal-like transformations twisting the parity of the (1j1) 
where
and D S and A T. 
The rst term in (11) covers all subgroups of even-reduced supermatrices from Mat (1j1), and only it was considered in the applications. But the second term is dual to the rst in some sense and corresponds to all subsemigroups of odd-reduced supermatrices from Mat (1j1) 4 .
4 Invertibility and ideals of Mat (1j1) Denote the set of invertible elements of M by M , and I = M n M . 
and a lter F of the semigroup M is de ned by
Proposition 4 (16) and (17) vanishes i the rst or second multiplier of the right-hand side equals zero. Then use (13) .
2) The left-hand side of (16) and (17) does not vanish i the rst and second multiplier of the right-hand side does not equal zero. Then use (14) . which can take place, because of the existence of zero divisors in .
Proposition 6 1) The subset T SG T of the odd-reduced matrices satisfying = 0 form an odd-reduced subsemigroup of M.
2) In the odd-reduced semigroup T SG the subset of matrices with = 0 is a left ideal, and one with = 0 is a right ideal, the matrices with b = 0 form a two-sided ideal.
Semigroup band representations
Let Z (t) = 0 t 1 ! 2 Z T SG ; (20) i.e. Z is a set of the odd-reduced matrices parameterized by the even parameter t 2 0 . Then Z is a semigroup under the matrix multiplication ( numbers the semigroups) which is isomorphic to a one parameter semigroup with the multiplication ft 1 g ft 2 g = ft 1 g : (25) and the second relation could be formally considered as an "odd branch" of the root p D.
Uni cation of reduced supermatrices
Now we try to unify the even-and odd-reduced matrices (4) and (5) (28) Note that the sets of matrices S and T are not closed under st and operations, but S st \ S = D and T \ T = A. First we observe from the rst two relations of (27) that A plays a role of the left type-changing operator A : S ! T and A : T ! S, while D does not change the type. Next from the rst two relations of (26) it is obviously seen that the sets S and D are subsemigroups. Unfortunately, due to the next to last relation of (27) the set T has no clear abstract meaning. However, the last relation T S = T is important from another viewpoint: any odd-reduced morphism 1j1 ! 1j1 corresponding to T can be represented as a product of odd-and even-reduced morphisms, such that T@ @ R S -? T (29) is a commutative diagram. This decomposition is crucial in the application to the superconformal-like transformations construction (see 14]).
Reduced supermatrix set semigroup
To unify the introduced sets (26) and (27) 
Here we observe that the matrices A and D play the role of "sandwich" elements in a special S and T multiplication. Moreover, the sandwich elements are in one-to-one correspondence with the right sets on which they act, and so they are "sensible from the right". Therefore, it is quite natural to introduce the following De nition 10 A sandwich right sensible product of the reduced supermatrix sets R = S; T is R 1 R 2 def = ( R 1 D R 2 ; R 2 = S; R 1 A R 2 ; R 2 = T: (31) In terms of the sandwich product instead of (30) we obtain S T = S; T T = T; S S = S; T S = T: (32) Proposition 11 The -multiplication is associative.
Proof. Consider the relations: (T S) T = (T D S) A T = T D S A T; T (S T) = T D (S A T) = T D S A T;
where the last equalities follow from the associativity of the ordinary matrix multiplication. Therefore, (T S) T = T (S T). Other associativity relations can be proved in a similar way 6 . 2
De nition 12 The elements S and T form a semigroup under -multiplication (31), which we call a reduced matrix set semigroup and denote RMS set .
Comparing (21) and (32) we observe that the reduced matrix set semigroup can be viewed as a right zero semigroup having two elements.
Assertion 13 The reduced matrix set semigroup is isomorphic to a special right zero semigroup, i. e. RMS set = Z R = fR = S; T; g.
Scalars, anti-scalars and generalized modules
Now we introduce the analog of -multiplication for the reduced matrices per se (not for sets). First we de ne the structure of generalized -module in Hom 0 1j1 ; 1j1 in some alternative way, the even part of which is described in 32] (in the ordinary matrix theory this is a trivial fact that the product of a matrix and a number is equal to a product of a matrix and a diagonal matrix having this number on the diagonal). 
Assertion 15 The Berezin's queer subalgebra Q (1) x x ! Mat (1j1) 4] is a direct sum of the scalar and anti-scalar Q (1) = E (x) E ( ) : (35) Assertion 16 The anti-scalars anticommute E ( 1 ) E ( 2 ) + E ( 2 ) E ( 1 ) = 0, and so they are nilpotent.
Proposition 17 The structure of the generalized 0 1 -module in Hom 0 1j1 ; 1j1 is de ned by action of the scalars and anti-scalars (34) .
This means that everywhere we exchange the multiplication of supermatrices by even and odd elements from with the multiplication by the scalar matrices and anti-scalar ones (34) 
Corollary 19 The anti-transpose is a square root of the parity changing operator (28) in the following sense PQ = QP = : (38) Assertion 20 The anti-transpose satisfy
Thus the concrete realization of the right, left and two-sided generalized 0 1 -modules in Hom 0 1j1 ; 1j1 is determined by the actions
together with the standard -module structure 32] E (x) M = xM; ME (x) = Mx; E (x 1 ) ME (x 2 ) = x 1 Mx 2 : (41) Corollary 21 The generalized 0 1 -module relations are 
Reduced supermatrix sandwich semigroup
One way to unify the even-(4) and odd-reduced (5) supermatrices into an object analogous to a semigroup is consideration of the sandwich multiplication similar to (31) , but on the level of matrices (not sets), by means of the scalars and anti-scalars as sandwich matrices. Indeed, the ordinary matrix product can be written as M 1 M 2 = M 1 E (1) M 2 . But we cannot nd an analog of this relation using anti-scalar, because among 2 1 there is no unity. Therefore, the only possibility to include E ( ) into equal play is R 1 E ( ) R 2 ; R 2 = T; (45) where X = fx; g 2 0 1 .
The ? X -multiplication table coincides with (32) . The associativity can be proved similar to (33) . Therefore, we have Proposition 24 Under 0 1 -multiplication the reduced matrices form a semigroup which we call a reduced matrix sandwich semigroup RMSS. Assertion 25 The reduced matrix sandwich semigroup is isomorphic to a special right zero semigroup, i. e. RMSS = Z R = fR = S S S T;? X g.
Direct sum of reduced supermatrices
Another way to unify the reduced supermatrices is consideration of the connection between them and the generalized 0 1 -modules.
De nition 26 The reduced supermatrix direct space RMDS is a direct sum of the even-reduced supermatrix space and the odd-reduced one.
In terms of sets we have R = S T. Assertion 27 In RMDS the scalar is the Berezin's queer subalgebra Q (1) (see (35) ).
Theorem 28 In RMDS the scalars play the same role for the even-reduced supermatrices, as the anti-scalars for the odd-reduced ones.
Corollary 29 The eigenvalues of even-(4) and odd-reduced (5) supermatrices should be found from di erent equations, viz. SV = E (x) V; TV = E ( ) V; (46) where V is a column vector, and they are x 1 = a; x 2 = b; 1 = ; 2 = : (47) (see (4) and (5) 
Remark. In the standard -module over Mat (1j1) 4] one derives characteristic functions and eigenvalues for any matrix (and for odd-reduced too) from the rst equations in (46) and (48) 
Here we observe the full symmetry between even-and odd-reduced supermatrices (for this purpose the cancellation in the rst equation was avoided) and consistency with their 0 1 -eigenvalues (47) .
The characteristic polynomial 8 of a supermatrix M is de ned by P M (M) = 0 and in complicated cases is constructed from the parts of the characteristic function H M (x) according to a special algorithm 31, 47] . Due to existence of zero divisors in the degree of P M (x) can be less than n = p + q , M 2 Mat (pjq). But this algorithm is not applicable for the odd-reduced and secondary diagonal supermatrices. As before, we introduce two dual characteristic polynomials and, using (49) (50) and P even S (S) = 0 for any S, but P odd T (T ) = 0 for nilpotent b only.
Proof. The even case is well-known, but for clarity we repeat it too, demonstrating the avoiding of multiplication of a matrix by a constant and using instead the scalars and anti-scalars (34), i. e. the introduced 0 1 -module structure. Thus, considering simultaneously the even and odd cases we obtain P even S (S) = (S ? E (a)) (S ? 
7 Conclusions
We conclude that almost all above constructions are universal and ideas mostly do not depend on size of the supermatrices under consideration. In particular case of superconformal-like transformations it would be interesting to use the alternative reduction introduced here in building the objects analogous to super Riemann or semirigid surfaces, which can also lead to new topological-like models.
